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DROSOPHILA AND MENDEL’S LAW.
BY EUGENE M. LANDIS,

4401 N. Ninth Street, Philadelphia, Penn.
Various species of the fruit-fly, Drosophila, have been used

to prove numerous phases of MendeRs Law. Excellent results
in accordance with the Mendelian Ratio were obtained in several
experiments with Drosophila ampelophila. Drosophila was used
because of the comparatively short time in which several succes-
sive generations can be procured. The average time for the
development of the adult from the egg is ten to fourteen days,
depending upon the temperature. On account of this fact two
generations can be obtained in less than a month.

Drosophila ampelophila
Ferno Iff with Vestigia I Winds’

Two varieties of Drosophila ampelophilawere used: a wild variety
having long wings with all the characteristics of the Diptera
and a second variety having short vestigial wings but in other
details like the first type. (See Drawings.) The object of the
experiment was to ascertain how closely the ratio between long-
winged and vestigial-winged descendants accorded with the
Mendelian ratio for a single pair of contrasting characters in
the parents. Mendel, after studying the phenomena of hybridiza-
tion in the garden pea, deduced the ratio to be 3 :1 and explained
and proved this ratio both in theory and experiment.

Small six ounce quinine bottles were used as containers for
the flies, the bottom of each bottle being covered with sour
banana mash to a depth of half an inch or more. Several pieces
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of crumpled filter paper were placed above the mash to absorb
any surplus water that might be standing in the bottle because
the flies are easily drowned. A small piece of cotton placed
loosely in the mouth of the bottle prevented the escape of the
flies. A virgin female with long wings and a male with vestigial
wings were put into one bottle. These two individuals con-
stituted the parental generation. The female was a virgin because
she was removed from all males before she had reached the age
of six hours after her emergence from the pupa case. The female
Drosophila is not sexually mature until seven or eight hours

Drosophila ampelophHa
Female with Long Wi’nys.

after emerging from the pupa stage. Hence any spermatazoa
that fertilized her eggs must have come from the male with
vestigial wings. After one or two days the female began to lay
her eggs on the side of the jar and on the filter paper. In two or
three days more the eggs hatched and minute white maggots
crawled around in the mash. When the larvae grew to be about
an eighth of an inch long they began to pupate, forming around
themselves a yellowish brown papery covering. They remained
in this state from three to four days after which the adult flies
appeared, emerging from the pupal case by eating a small hole
through one end.
As soon as the pupae appeared the parents were removed

and killed. When the first filial generation (designated as F^
in the diagrams) emerged from fche pupa stage they were ether-
ized and counted to ascertain the number of males and females.
The character of the wings of each fly was also carefully observed.
The results showed that every individual of the first filial genera-
tion had long wings, though all *were hybrids of parents whose
characters were directly opposite with respect to their wings.
The flies were removed from the bottle daily. In four succes-

sive days there emerged 142 flies, each one having long dipterous
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wings. Seventy,of these were males and seventy-two females.
The individuals of this generation were all hybrids whose germ
plasm contained determiners or potentialities for both long and
vestigial wings. These potentialities produced the characters
observed in the body of the animal. There were present in the
germ plasm of the hybrids two kinds of determiners, those for
long wings and those for vestigial wings. All the flies of the first
generation had long wings, Jiowever, which shows that when
the two sets of determiners are present in the germ plasm of the

^ ^& fhrenf^T
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Diagram to Show flendel’^ Low

as flppli^d to
Genotypes.

Black T(epresents Determiners
for Long Wings which are Dominant

fly, those for long wings dominate those for vestigial wings and
produce flies with long wings. The determiners for short wings
would have produced flies with short wings if the determiners
for long wings had not been present. The character that appears
in the first filial generation is called a dominant character, while
the character that recedes temporarily is called a recessive char-
acter. In D ampelophila long wings are dominant as is shown
by their presence in the first generation. Nevertheless the germ
plasm is not pure with respect to the long winged character but
is composed also of short winged determiners as shown in the
diagram of the genotypic or germ plasm constitution.
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From the individuals of the first generation there were chosen
four males and four females as parents for the second filial gen-
eration (designated by Fa in the diagrams). A large number
of individuals is always desirable in an experiment of this kind
because the larger the number of individuals observed, the more

? ft /^WTfe.

’0^0
<5 :1 3:1

Diagram toSho^ flendelb Law
as applied to
Phenoli/pes.

Bl^ch ’Repre^enTs Long Wings
Which are Dominant Character

correct and reliable will be the results obtained. When the adults
of the second filial generation emerged from the pupal stage
there were both long winged and vestigial-winged flies present.
The removal of the adults from the bottles began ten days after
the parents were mated and were as follows:

Flies with Flies with
Date Vestigial Wings Long Wings
May 22 1 33

23 27 77
24 28 107
26 93 224
27 � 24 82

Totals 173 , 523

It will be noticed that the number of flies with long wings
is approximately three times as great as the number of flies with
short wings. The ratio is 3.02 : 1, whereas the ratio as deduced
theoretically is 3.00 :1. These results refer only to the pheno-
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typic or body characters. In the diagrams the genotypes and
phenotypes are compared. Whenever determiners for long-
wings are present in the genotype, the fly is a long winged speci-
men. It is only when the germ plasm consists purely of deter-
miners for short or vestigial wings that the phenotype is of the
short winged variety.
The ratios are all based on the laws of chance and therefore

the result will never "be exactly the same as the theoretical ratio
but as the number of individuals observed increases the amount
of difference decreases. These results show in a rather crude
way the correctness of the Mendelfan Ratio for a single pair of
contrasting characters.
The Mendelian Ratios are based on three fundamental prin-

ciples which, taken collectively, are termed "Mendel’s Law."
The first of these is the principle of "Unit Characters." Every
organism inherits from its ancestors certain characteristics of
body such as size, shape, color, etc. These characters ^ are in-
herited as units or as a whole through the agency of the deter-
miners which are found in the germ plasm. The chromatin sub-
stance of the zygote nucleus contains determiners which by their
presence stimulate the cleavage cells to produce the body of the
adult animal with all its peculiarities.
Tne constitution of any germ cell (i. e. egg or sperm) is said

to be a genotype while-the evidence of that germ cell constitu-
tion in the body of the animal is called a phenotype. The body
or the morphological characters of any animal make a phentoype.
The characters appearing in the phenotype are inherited as a
whole. The heritage of any animal can be divided into a greater
or lesser number of characters that are inherited as units and
therefore these characters are said to be "Unit Characters."
The second principle is that of "Dominance." If two parents

are chosen which have contrasting unit characters, one of these
characters will appear fully developed in the first filial genera-
tion while the other will recede from sight. The unit character
which appears in every individual of the first generation is called
a dominant character. That character which recedes from view
in the first filial generation is a recessive character. In the case
of Drosophila the long wings are the dominant character while
the vestigial wings are the recessive character. There are marked
exceptions to this principle of Dominance in cases where abso-
lute dominance does not exist but a blending occurs as in the
Primroses where the hybrids of red and white parents appear
pink in color in the first generation.
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The third principle is that of ^Segregation.^ In the zygote
of the hybrid Drosophila of the first generation there are deter-
miners for both dominant and recessive characters. In the
earlier stages of the cleavage of the egg a certain cell or group
of cells are set aside to become germinal cells. These germinal
cells are either male or female. When they divide to form germ
cells (i. e., eggs or spermatazoons) the determiners for unit char-
acters are so segregated that each germ cell is pure with respect
to any given unit character. Each sperm or egg cell must be
composed purely of determiners for long wings or purely of
determiners for vestigial wings. No egg or sperm can contain
determiners for both characters. Thus in the germ cells the
segregation produces eggs and spermatazoons whose genotypes
are either totally dominant or totally recessive.
With these principles in mind the phenomena observed can

be explained. In the parental generation all of the eggs of the
female had the same constitution because all held determiners
for long wings only. Each spermatazoon of the male possessed
the same constitution as the others because they all held deter-
miners for short wings only. Thus the eggs would all have a
constitution "L,^ where ^L^ denotes the presence of deter-
miners for long wings. The spermatazoa would all have a for-
mula "S/’ where "8" denotes the presence of determiners for
short wings.

As will be seen from the diagram the only possible union of
these determiners in the zygote will be "LS.^ It cannot be ^LL^
or ^SS^ because neither egg nor sperm can begin cleavage unless
fertilization has taken place. Thus every individual of the first
generation will have the same genotype and phenotype. All will
have long wings because the determiners for long wings are
dominant. As shown in the diagram of the genotypic application
of MendeRs Law, each zygote will have equal quantities of deter-
miners for long and vestigial wings. Consequently, by the prin-
ciple of Segregation we must recognize two kinds of eggs and
sperms in the individuals of the first filial generation. Half of
the eggs will have determiners fot long wings and half for short
wings. The same is true of the spermatazoa.
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As shown in the diagram an egg cell containing determiners
for long wings might be fertilized by a sperm nucleus containing
determiners for short wings. In the same way the egg with deter-
miners for long wings might combine with a sperm of deter-
miners for long wings. The first zygote would be a heterozygote
because it contains determiners for each of the contrasting char-
acters while the second would be a homozygote because it con-
tains determiners for only one of the contrasting characters.
All possible combinations would be therefore LL’, L8’, L’8,
SS’.

Since there are two ways of producing an ^LS^ zygote there
would be twice as many of those as of the other two genotypes
because there is twice the probability for such a union accord-
ing to the laws of chance. For every four individuals there would
be three genotypes. Three of the four individual would contain
determiners for long wings. Hence three adults out of four would
have long wings but the remaining adult out of each four flies
would have short wings, because it is a homozygote with respect
to short wings.
By the laws of chance the ratio for genotypes would be

LL : 2LS : 88
1 : 2: 1

The ratio for phenotypes would be *

3 Long : 1 Vestigial.
In the diagram the relation of the genotype to the phenotype

is represented by black shading to show the determiners
in the genotypes and the characters themselves in the pheno-
types.
The experimental results obtained bear out this conclusion.

The number of individuals for each genotype or phenotype
depends altogether on the action of chance, and the probability
for each union. As a result it is essential to observe a large num-
ber of flies.

If the number of vestigial-winged flies be multiplied by 3
the result is 519 as compared to 523 which is the number of long-
winged flies. These results therefore indicate the truth of the
conclusion that Mendel formed from the results he obtained in
his extensive experiments with the Garden Pea.


